
 

 

National Recording Artist Saxophonist Andre Cavor Live 
Performance Contract 

216-315-0919 
614-741-5847 

 

Effective this ____ day of _____20___ Between National Recording Artist Andre 

Cavor (Artist) and _____________________________________(Engager) 

 

Agree to the following: 

Live Performance with Sound ____or Tracks____ (check one) 
 
Date:  _____________________________ 
 
Time: _____________________________ 
 
Location:  __________________________ 
 
___________________________________ 
 
___________________________________ 
 



Type of Services:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Artist will require the Main Stage area for the performance.  The main stage area 
needs to be ready at least 2 hours prior to the scheduled performance for set up 
and sound check and 1 hour after the performance for take down.  Andre Cavor 
(Artist) reserves the right to end the scheduled performance due to failure of the 
Engager to provide adequate safety and security.  
 

Financial Consideration: $_______ in which a $_______ deposit is due 
upon receipt of this contract.  The Balance of $_______ is to be paid 
the day of the event prior to the scheduled performance.  Deposit and 
Balance are to be made in the form of Zelle or Cashapp 
$Cavorentertainment. (You may inquire about other forms of 
payment.) 
  
In the event of circumstances deemed by Andre Cavor (Artist) that present a 
threat or implied threat of injury to Andre Cavor and anyone that accompanies 
him (Artist) or any property (equipment, lighting, etc.) in their (Artist) possession, 
Artist reserves the right to cease performance. Engager shall be responsible for 
payment in full, regardless of whether the situation is resolved or if Andre Cavor 
(Artist) makes a decision not to resume the performance. It is understood and 
agreed that Engager will provide crowd control if warranted. Engager will be liable 
for any loss or damage to any property belonging to Andre Cavor and anyone that 
accompanies him (Artist) that is caused by Engager, their guests, customers, 
students, etc. 
 
Engager shall provide Andre Cavor and anyone that accompanies him (Artist) with 
safe and appropriate working conditions. Equipment cannot be in direct sunlight, 
rain or extreme dust. All related equipment must be within 26 feet of reliable 
dedicated electric power source. 
 
If this is an outdoor event, please make sure that Andre Cavor and anyone that 
accompanies him (Artist) and equipment are in an area that is sheltered.  Andre 
Cavor and anyone that accompanies him (Artist) reserves the right NOT to 
perform if it is felt that adequate shelter is NOT provided. In the event of 



electrical storm, your event will be suspended, and the equipment will be shut 
down for the safety of your guests. There are no refunds for suspension or 
cancellation of events due to weather, power failure, earthquakes, riots, and fires, 
interruption by law enforcement officials, road closures, and vehicle accidents. 
Time may be added at the end of the event to make up for the suspended time at 
the sole discretion of Andre Cavor (Artist). 
 
TERMINATION:  This agreement can be terminated upon written notice by either 

party, however if the Engager cancels the agreement, the Engager is still 

responsible for the balance due.  If the Artist cancels the Agreement, all financial 

considerations paid by the Engager is payable back to the Engager from the Artist. 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION:  The Artist and the Engager agree that any unresolved 

disputes between them respecting the interpretation of this agreement or 

operation of this agreement or any dispute respecting unpaid financial 

considerations shall be determined by a single arbitrator. 

GRANT OF RIGHTS:  The Artist and Engager agree that this contract is for the 

provisions of Live Performance with Sound____ or Tracks____ (Please check one).  

This includes the right of all parties involved to record the performance only to post 

on Social Media outlets for marketing and advertisement purposes, on the date 

listed above only and thus does not grant any other rights of licenses whatsoever.  

Should the Engager require any other rights or licenses, a separate agreement 

specifically outlining those rights shall be negotiated. 

Notes/Additional information__________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Engager___________________________________________________________ 

Date:_______________ 

 

Artist/Authorized Representative______________________________________ 

Date:________________ 



 

 

 

 

 


